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MiFID - Investor protection While the objectives of the compliance function, as well as the key principles underpinning regulatory requirements have remained unchanged, obligations have been further strengthened, expanded and detailed under MiFID II. The guidelines will improve the value of existing standards by providing additional clarification on certain specific topics, such as new responsibilities in
relation to MiFID II product governance requirements, notably further detailing compliance function reporting obligations. The guidelines are addressed to investment companies and credit institutions that provide investment services and activities, investment firms and credit institutions that sell or advise clients in relation to structured deposits, UCITS managers and external managers of alternative
investment funds (AIFMs) when providing services and investment activities in accordance with the UCITS Directive and the AIFMD. Next steps Now the guidelines will be translated. The publication of translations in all official EU languages will trigger a period of two months during which the NCA must notify the ESMA if they meet or intend to comply with the guidelines. 3 January 2018 MiFID II and MiFIR
apply to Member States December 6, 2017 Calculations, suspensions and transparency restoration July 31, 2017 Collection of transparency data, interface to support the double volume cap July 3, 2017 MiFID II transposed to the national law of member states June 30, 2017 Publication of esma opinion on auxiliary activity under MiFID II - market size calculation June 19, 2017 ESMA published a
Consultation Document (ESMA70-156-71) to collect views on the RTS draft on the commercial obligation of derivatives preceded by a Discussion Document (2016/1389) 01 June 2017 Collection of reference data of instruments, provisions to NCAs and publication May 22, 2017 ESMA opinion on negotiated in a trading post under MiFIR 31 March 2017 28 February 2017 ESMA published the final report and
the final draft of RTS on packaged orders June 30, 2016 MiFID II/MiFIR modifying the regulations published by Commission (2016/1033) May 30, 2016 ESMA issued its opinion on MiFID II standards on ancillary activities (2016/730 including the Annex) May 2, 2016 ESMA issued the opinion on the RTS 21 draft position limits (2016/668 including Annex) May 2, 2016 ESMA issue the opinion on the draft
RTS 2 non-patrimonial transparency (2016/2016/666 including Annex) January 3, 2016 ESMA published and sent to the Commission its third set Technical Standards (2015/1858) September 28, 2015 ESMA published and sent to the Commission its second set of Technical Standards (August 31, 2015, ESMA published a Consultation Document on the DRAFT ITS (2015/1301) of 29 June 2015 of the
ESMA published and sent to the Commission its first set of Technical Standards ESMA published and sent to the Commission its first set of Technical Standards (19 December 2014, ESMA published its Technical Council to the Commission (2014/1569) and a Consultation Document on the draft RTS/ITS (2014/1570). With regard to the an addendum was published on February 18, 2015 June 12, 2014
MiFID II/ MiFIR published in the Official Journal (MiFID II and MiFIR came into force 20 days after its publication in OJ – that is. July 2, 2014) May 22, 2014 ESMA publish a discussion paper (2014/548) and a consultation paper (2014/549) to gather opinions respectively on the draft RTS/ITS and technical advice to the European Commission MiFID - Secondary Markets The proposed guidelines are built on
the assessments and recommendations of a 2019 ESMA report on market data. They provide guidance on the requirement to publish market data on a reasonable trading basis and the requirement to make market data available for free 15 minutes after publication. The proposed guidelines will ensure a better and uniform application of MiFID II/MiFIR obligations on market data. In addition, ESMA also
believes that its implementation supports consistent, efficient and effective monitoring practices. Next steps The consultation will close on January 11, 2021. The ESMA will consider the comments received and expects to publish the final report and guidelines by 2021 TAX. MiFID - Supervised Inverter Protection The Q&amp;amp;amp; Ace on MIFID II and MIFIR issues of protection of investors and
intermediaries includes a new answer on 'MiFID Induments'. More specifically, the new Q&amp;amp; A provides clarification on the application of the MiFID definition of acceptable minor non-monetary benefits. The objective of the protection of mifid II/MiFIR investors Q&amp;amp; As is promoting common monitoring approaches and practices in the application of MiFID II and MiFIR. THE ESMA will
continue to develop this document of questions and expectations on investor protection issues under MiFID II and MiFIR, both adding questions and answers to the topics already discussed and the introduction of new sections for other areas of investor protection MiFID II not yet addressed in this Q&amp;amp; As of 06 November 2018 Guidelines and technical standardsMiFID - National Competent
Investor Protection Authorities (NCAs) to which these Guidelines apply must notify ESMA if they comply with or intend to comply with the Guidelines, within two months of the ESMA's publication date of the Guidelines in all official EU languages. The European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) today published its final technical council (TA) and launches a consultation on its draft technical
regulations and implementation standards (RTS/ITS) on the implementation of the Financial Instruments Markets Directive (MiFID II) and the Regulation (MiFIR). Both the ESMA TA and the RTS draft translate the MiFID II/MiFIR requirements into rules virtually applicable to market participants and national supervisors. The new regulatory framework aims to ensure that secondary markets are fair,
transparent and safe and that investor interests are protected when selling investment products. Steven Maijoor, president of ESMA, said: Today's enforcement rules on secondary markets and reflect investor protection issues reflect desire to achieve the best result for users and investors in the market, taking into account the extensive presentations received from our stakeholders. The council now goes
to the European Commission to use in drafting its delegate legislation, while our technical standards are open for a second round of consultations. Once fully implemented, MiFID II will have a significant impact on the EU stock markets, their users and infrastructure providers. It will provide greater transparency and improve the overall functioning of markets, thus reinforcing investor confidence in the
financial sector. MiFID II to include most financial instruments, commercial and technical roomsMiFID II/MiFIR introduces changes in the operation of secondary markets, including transparency requirements for a wide range of asset classes; the obligation to negotiate derivatives in commercial precincts; requirements for algorithmic and high frequency trading and new monitoring tools for raw materials
derivatives. The key proposals derived from ESMA's TA/draft rts cover the following questions: • increased commercial transparency, for non-equity instruments, particularly bonds, derivatives, structured financial products and issuance allowances;• a commercial obligation for shares and a double-volume limit mechanism for stocks and equity instruments, introducing a major change within the framework of
the negotiation of these instruments in the Union;• the obligation to negotiate derivatives in MiFID enclosures (regulated, multilateral (MTF) or organised commercial facilities (OTF)) only, in accordance with the requirements of the G20;• newly introduced position and reporting requirements for commodity derivatives;• rules governing high frequency trading, imposing a strict set of organisational
requirements on investment firms and trading positions;• provisions governing access to central counterparties (CCP) , commercial premises and reference points, designed to increase competition in the Union; i• requirements for a consolidated tape of commercial data, including rules for tape providers, reports, publication and data sales. MiFID II to improve the protection of ESMA's TA investors proposes
that the Commission adopt a series of measures that will increase the protection of investors across the EU. The main proposals relating to improving investor protection, particularly include:• clarifications on the circumstances in which portfolio managers may receive third-party research;• clarifications under what circumstances induce the requirement to improve quality for the provision of advice;•
requirements for investment firms that manufacture and/or distribute financial instruments and structured deposits to have product governance agreements to assess the robustness of their and/or distribution;• requirements for companies to provide customers with details of all costs and charges related to their investment. including cost aggregations, the time of disclosure (ex-ante and information to non-
retail customers; the scope of companies subject to this obligation; information on the cumulative effect of costs on profitability; • organised requirements for companies that provide investment advice independently; i• specification of competences for ESMA and national regulators regarding the prohibition or restriction of the marketing and distribution of financial instruments. Next stepsThe TA has been
finalised after extensive consultations with stakeholders and will now be sent to the European Commission. The draft RTS/ITS ESMA, previously viewed, is open for public comment until 2 March 2015. In addition, an open hearing will be held in Paris on February 19, 2015. ESMA will use the contribution received from consultations to finalize its draft RTS that will be sent for approval to the European
Commission in mid-2015, its ITS in January 2016. MiFID II/ MiFIR and its implementation measures will be applicable from 3 January 2017. 2017.
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